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Machine learning method for computation of optimal transitions in magnetic nanosystems
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Minimum energy path (MEP) is an important tool for computation of activation barriers and transition rates for magnetic systems. Recently, new
methods for numeric computation of MEP were proposed based on conjugate gradient and L-BFGS methods [1] significantly improved convergence
rate compared to nudged elastic band (NEB) method. Due to lack of strict mathematical theory for MEP optimization other more effective methods
are expected to exist. In this article, we propose a machine learning based approach to search for MEP computation methods. We reformulate the
NEB method as a differentiable transformation in the space of all paths parametrized by a family of metaparameters. Using rate of convergence
as the loss function, we train NEB optimizer to find optimal metaparameters. This meta learning technique can be the basis for deriving new
optimization methods for computing MEP and other non-classical optimization problems.
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1. Introduction

Magnetic systems are prominent candidates for the implementation of high-density storage and computing de-
vices [2, 3]. The manufacturing of reliable magnetic devices is possible only using materials such that lifetime of
metastable states carrying the information is long, but the states can be created and annihilated cheaply due to an ex-
ternal control such as spin current [4,5]. Since the desirable lifetime is many orders of magnitude larger than the period
of the Larmor precession, direct simulation of stochastic dynamics is not suitable for the decay rate estimation [6–11].
State of the art transition rate estimation is based on transition rate theory [12–15]. The two most two challenging
tasks of the lifetime estimation, both in harmonic transition state theory and in Langer’s theory, are computation of
determinants of Hessian matrix of energy (an analog of the partition function) and computation of the transition state
itself [12, 16]. The transition state can be computed by an undirected search as an arbitrary first order saddle point
on the energy surface using dimer method and similar approach [17–19]. The methods unfortunately do not return
transition states of minimal energy, therefore the methods are of limited use for the activation barrier calculation. The
activation barriers between two known metastable states are commonly computed by minimum energy path (MEP)
based methods, such as nudged elastic band (NEB) [20–27]. Despite the high popularity of these methods, the math-
ematical theory of optimization methods for MEP evaluation is not well established, which is partially related to the
multi-objective nature of the optimization, where the energy of each image on the path should be optimized as well as
distribution of images along the path. Although higher order methods for MEP computation exist, such as conjugate
gradient or L-BFGS [1], the steepest descent based method is still widely used. Due to lack of the mathematical theory,
the optimization methods suffer from instability and poor choice of optimization parameters.

In recent years optimization theory, especially gradient based methods, gained acceptance due to the wide spread
of machine learning methods. The right choice of the training method and meta parameters reduce training time and
sometimes make problems tractable, which are not solvable by other means. Methods for tuning of optimization
parameters for a specific class of problems belong to a subfield of machine learning called meta learning or learning
to learn. In this article, we propose to use a meta learning approach to improve parameters of NEB method for MEP
computation of magnetic systems.

There are several approaches to meta learning or in other words to optimization of the training procedure by
machine learning techniques. In [28], genetic algorithms were used to speeding up the learning rate by changes of
the learners policy based on “success-story algorithm”. Meta-neural network approach in [29] demonstrated great
potential to replace standard optimizer methods with neural network that was trained for solving optimization tasks.
In [30], the automatic tuning of parametric learning rules is shown to lead to better generalization properties for the
model. A new method for boosting up learner’s average reward based on the inductive bias is proposed in [31] thus
reducing the average number of interactions during training. A new type of neural network layers, called long short
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term memory (LSTM), was introduced in [32]; the layer has a memory of events and improves adoption using historical
data. Meta learning techniques were used to perform better generalization for training not only for single task but for
groups of tasks with similar structure [33]. The meta learning approach can boost the training of neural network on
large scale datasets [34]. In [35], it was shown that neural networks can be substituted for classical training algorithm
in a wide range of applications. The widely used Adam training method [36] can be considered as kind of the meta
learning, since it tunes its parameters according to the training history. The Adam method outperforms non-adaptive
methods such as stochastic gradient descent and more primitive adaptive methods such as AdaGrad. A general strategy
for training optimizers for black-box systems based on reinforcement learning was stated in [37, 38], the approach
demonstrated good generalization ability. Studies in optimization of hyper parameters for neural networks with LSTM
layers allow us to conclude that such architecture can boost up convergence rate in lot of application [39–42].

In the section 2 we recall basics of harmonic transition state theory for magnetic systems and give review of
methods for MEP calculation focusing on NEB with improved tangent (IT) estimate. Then in the section 3 we modify
IT-NEB to be suitable for machine learning, introduce criteria of comparison of discretized MEP, and implement a
meta learning method to improve rate of convergence of the modified IT-NEB method.

2. Magnetic system transition state theory

In the Heisenberg model, states of magnetic system are defined by vectors of magnetic moments Mn, where n
is an atom of the lattice. Length µn of every vector is assumed to be fixed, since its relaxation time is much shorter
than period of Larmor precession, therefore the state is convenient to express in terms of moments orientations Sn,
Mn = µnSn. When doing analysis of chiral states in magnetic systems, it is common to consider energy of the system
given by the following quadratic form [8, 9]:

E[S] = −
∑
〈n,k〉

Jn,kSn · Sk −
∑
〈n,k〉

Dn,k · (Sn × Sk)−
∑
n,m

Km(Km · Sn)2 −
∑
n

Hn · Sn,

where the summation is taken over pairs of interacting atoms 〈n, k〉, Jn,k are Heisenberg exchange constants, Dn,k are
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vectors, Km and Km are easy axis or easy plane anisotropy constant and vector respectively,
Hn is the external magnetic field. Since the length of the direction vectors are restricted by constraints S2

n = 1,
special efforts should be undertaken to satisfy the constraints. The simplest way is to introduce spherical coordinates
φn, θn: Sn = (cosφn cos θn, sinφn cos θn, sin θn). The spherical coordinates approach suffers from singularities
near the poles θn = ±π/2, which leads to loss of precision in optimization and may ruin convergence; in this case,
trigonometric functions are involved in the computation, thus reducing its speed. There are more advanced approaches
that do not have these disadvantages, e.g. Cartesian coordinates based approach with Lagrange multipliers [16], an
approach utilizing stereographic projection coordinates [43], rotation matrix based formulation [1]. In the article we
will use spherical coordinates to facilitate idea of machine learning and avoid details of implementation of the advance
methods.

In the thermal equilibrium with temperature T , the distribution of states is given by Boltzmann distribution with
probability density: ρ(S) = Z−1 exp(−E[S]/(kBT )), where Z is the partition function. The magnetic system
typically has many metastable states, such as ferromagnetic state, domain walls, skyrmions, skyrmionium, bag of
skyrmions and other exotic particle-like states [43]. The states (especially domain wall and skyrmions) are proposed
to be used as information carrier for magnetic data storage and processing devices [3–5]. To ensure operability of
the devices, the metastable states should have long enough lifetimes, but they also should be easily annihilated and
created in a controllable way to write the information. Stochastic dynamics of the magnetic systems can be simulated
numerically integrating LandauLifshitzGilbert (LLG) equation [44]:

dSn
dt

= −γSn ×Hn + γαSn ×
dSn
dt

+W (t), Hn = −E[S]

∂Sn
+ τn,

where γ is the gyromagnetic ratio, α is the damping constant, W (t) is the thermal noise, and H is the effective
magnetic field including torques τ due to spin currents. The direct simulation of the dynamics is not suitable for
transition rate computation, since typically, the transitions are very rare events [8, 9]. Although there are attempts
to solve the problem by path sampling [45], the widespread approach is transition state theory (TST). In TST, the
probability to leave the state within a given time is estimated as the product of probabilities to be in the vicinity of
the transition state and the probability to cross the dividing surface. Commonly, the transition rate is derived in the
harmonic approximation giving rise to harmonic transition state theory [13] and Langers theory [6, 14]. In harmonic
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transition state theory the transition rate is expressed as:

κ =
κdynκent

2π
e
− ∆E

kBT , κent =

√
detHMS

|detHTS |
,

where ∆E is the activation barrier, that is, the difference between the energy of the transition state (TS) and the
metastable state (MS). The entropy prefactor is expressed in terms of determinants of the Hessian matrices HTS and
HMS of energy at TS and MS, respectively. The dynamical prefactor is expressed in term of the eigenvector of
Hessian corresponding to the negative eigenvalue (HTST, see details in [16]), or it equals to the positive eigenvalue
of the matrix of the linearized LLG equation (Langer’s theory). Computation of the determinant of the Hessians
is the most challenging part in the formula, however recently a fast algorithm for computation of the determinants
was proposed in [16] suitable for local interactions; long range dipole-dipole interaction probably can be taken into
account by introducing a demagnetizing field [46]. Another important ingredient of the computation is search of TSs,
which are first order saddle points on the energy surface. There are two main classes of methods for TS computation:
undirected methods and minimum energy path (MEP) based methods. Undirected methods start from an initial state
(commonly a metastable state) and follow minimum energy mode until the state is attracted to a TS, see e.g. dimer
method [17] and review [18, 19]. Undirected methods are suitable, when resulting state of transition is not known.

For analysis of transitions between two given metastable states, MEP is the primary tool [20]. By definition
MEP is a continuous path in the state space, connecting the metastable states, such that maximum of the energy on
the path is the smallest among all possible paths. The maximum of the energy on the path is TS, clearly the TS is
a first order saddle point of energy. According to the definition, the MEP is not unique, since essentially only the
maximum is fixed. To restrict the set of MEP, it is common to assume that all point of the MEP obtain higher energy
under variation of the path, hence all the points of the PATH have lowest possible energy. Since energy functional is
generally quite complex, MEPs are computed by numerical methods. The path is discretized, introducing finite set of
states (called images) along the path. The discretized path is called MEP, if for every image Sk = (Skn) = (θkn, φ

k
n)

on the path projection of the effective field onto the orthogonal plane to the path equals zero [47]:

Hk⊥ =
∂E[Sk]

∂Sn
−
(
∂E[Sk]

∂Sn
· τn
)
τn = 0 ∀n, (1)

here τn is the unit tangent vector to the path. The two main problems of the definition are readily seen in the definition
of the discrete MEP: (1) the energy is not necessarily monotone between neighbor images, hence energy barrier can be
missed; (2) the tangent τn is not known explicitly and should be estimated numerically. To find the MEP numerically,
an analog of the steepest descent method can be used, but special attention should be paid to avoid drift of images
toward metastable states. The nudged elastic band method does iterations of the following form [47]:

Sk 7→ Sk − γHk⊥ + µekτk, ek = dist(Sk+1, Sk)− dist(Sk−1, Sk), (2)

where ek are quasi-elastic forces, µ is the elasticity constant and γ is optimization step size. To ensure that TS will be
among images on the path, so called climbing image modification of NEB is used, where for the image with largest
energy, the component of the energy gradient parallel to the path is not eliminated but inverted [21, 24]:

Hk⊥,CI =
∂E[Sk]

∂Sn
− 2

(
∂E[Sk]

∂Sn
· τn
)
τn = 0 ∀n,

forcing the image to move towards the TS. The optimization technique is successfully used for computation of ac-
tivation barriers in the chemical reactions [22, 48, 49] as well as for magnetic systems [12, 50] and many others. A
modification of the method for computation of only part of the MEP was proposed in [51], which is suitable for
analysis MEP having TS much smaller than meta-stable states.

The naive tangent estimation τn using the central difference, unfortunately, makes NEB unstable, especially for a
large number of images. The stability of method can be improved using direction to the neighbor image of the higher
energy as an approximation to the tangent [24]. The maximum of energy along the path should be treated separately
to avoid jumps when another image becomes maximum. According to [24], the tangent estimate can be chosen as
follows:

τn =


τ+n , if En+1 > En > En−1,

τ−n , if En+1 < En < En−1,

τ+n ∆Emax
n + τ−n ∆Emin

n , if En+1 > En−1,

τ+n ∆Emin
n + τ−n ∆Emax

n , if En+1 < En−1,

(3)
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(a) (b)

FIG. 1. (a) Energy surface for single spin system with easy axis x anisotropy K1 = 1 and easy
plane anisotropy K2 = −2 with axis z. MEP is shown by star markers. Initial approximation of the
path is marked by dots. (b) Decay of loss L during training. Lower blue dots are loss on the training
set. Upper red dots are loss on the test set. Training set consists of 100 paths, and is regenerated
every 20 steepest descent iterations. The convergence rate was improved 20 times over the 200
epoch.

where the last two cases are applied if n is either maximum of minimum of energy on the path, τ+n = Sn+1 − Sn,
τ−n = Sn − Sn−1 are right and left tangents at the image n, En = E[Sn] is energy of the image n,

∆max
n = max(|En+1 − En|, |En−1 − En|), ∆min

n = min(|En+1 − En|, |En−1 − En|).

The choice of the elasticity parameter µ is somewhat arbitrary, and is said to not affect results significantly.
However, in practice, the right choice of the elasticity parameter is crucial, since too large or too small value of µ ruins
convergence, creating kinks on the path. Instead of elastic forces that push images toward their equidistant distribution,
images can be redistributed every few optimization steps using linear interpolation of the path choosing uniform grid
of local coordinates on the path, the method is known as the string method [25, 26]. The string method does not have
arbitrary constants, but the redistribution step does not play well with higher order methods.

The NEB method can be used as a basis for gradient based method of second order. Interpreting equation (2) as
steepest descend step S 7→ S − γg, where g is a quasi-gradient, one can apply conjugate gradient (CG) or L-BFGS
method with g used instead of the gradient to obtain a higher order method. It seems that there is no potential function
f such that g = ∂f/∂S. Nevertheless both CG and L-BFGS methods demonstrate convergence, reducing optimization
time in orders of magnitude [1].

Although methods for computation of the discrete MEP are widely used, their mathematical basis is far from
being well established. While attempts are being made to apply variations of classical methods to MEP calculation,
which is beyond the scope of the methods, the specialized methods for paths optimization are waiting to be discovered.
The two features of the problem make discovery of the methods complicated: (1) the absence of a single functional for
optimization (instead energy of each image is optimized separately) and (2) the need of simultaneous minimization of
energy and equalization of images along the path. However, given a parametrized family of optimizers (implementing
e.g. NEB method), the best optimizer can be found using machine learning techniques.

3. Training of optimization

To apply machine learning techniques for optimization of an algorithm, the algorithm must be expressed in terms
of a parametrized family of transformations, which must be differentiable, as well as the loss function. The NEB
method can be formulated as transformation M acting on paths, defined by the equation (2). We do not update the
end points assuming that they are already relaxed to metastable states. Projected gradient defined by (1) and spring
forces defined by (2) are differentiable function of its arguments, but improved tangent estimate given by (3) is not
smooth. Here we introduce an analog of the improved tangent estimate from [24], but in a differentiable manner. We
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FIG. 2. Convergence of NEB for (upper row) initial set of parameters γ = 0.01, µ = 1, β = 3;
(bottom row) for optimized parameters γ = 0.077, µ = 1, β = 3, estimated for 100 random
paths. Left column: rate of convergence as function of the iteration number. Red lines represent
minimum and maximum values, dotted line is the mean value, yellow lines are 10 and 90 percentile.
Optimized parameters result in 20 times faster convergence. Center column: error of the activation
barrier estimation as function of iteration number. Lines show all percentiles from 0 to 100 with
step 10. Right column: activation barrier estimation error ∆k+1 on the next step as function of
the error on the previous step ∆k. Red dotted lines show sublinear convergence region. Optimized
parameters give better convergence for large errors, however the optimization invalidates superlinear
convergence in the limit of small errors, due to the definition of the loss depending only on finite
number of iteration steps.

redefine the tangent estimate τn as a linear combination of left τ− and right τ+ tangents τn = a+n τ
+
n + a−n τ

−
n , where

the coefficients a+ and a− are functions of the energy grows rate on the adjacent segments:

a+n = W

(
∂E[Sn]

∂S
· τ−n ;

∂E[Sn]

∂S
· τ+n

)
, a−n = W

(
−∂E[Sn]

∂S
· τ+n ;−∂E[Sn]

∂S
· τ−n

)
.

We defined the weightW as a function of the gradient, which allows us to completely avoid energy computation during
optimization, in contrast to the approach of [24]. The weight function W should select the right tangent if the energy
increases at the image, be a smooth function and have symmetry with respect to path inversion; the assumptions are
formalized as following natural conditions:

(1) (smoothness) W (a; b) is an analytic function of a and b.
(2) (being a weight) W (a; b) ≥ 0 and W (a; b) +W (−b;−a) = 1 for all a and b ().
(3) (stabilization of NEB) For positive a and b the right tangent is selected, that is W (a; b) ≈ 1.

All the conditions are satisfied by the family of functions

W (a; b) =
eβa + eβb

eβa + e−βa + eβb + e−βb
,

parametrized by β > 0. For a, b → 0, the tangent estimate is close to the central finite difference, that is, W (a; b) ≈
1/2 regardless of signs of the arguments, which is different from the approach of [24]. However, the estimate coincides
with the right tangent,W → 1, as a, b→ +∞. The parameter β controls sensitivity ofW to the value of its arguments.

The NEB transformation M defined above depends on three parameters: step size γ, elasticity µ and smoothness
of the tangent β. Whereas γ can be in theory estimated using e.g. Barzilai-Borwein method, the choice of µ and β
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is unclear. We suggest to consider the mapping M as an artificial neural network with weights (γ, µ, β) and train it
using machine leaning techniques to obtain the best convergence. According to definition of MEP as a continuous
path, the maximum of energy along the path should be minimal among all the paths. Hence the optimality of the
path is expressed by the value Q[S] = maxtE[S(t)] (smaller is better), where t runs all over the path and S(t) is
the continuous path obtain by linear interpolation of the discrete path Sk. We expect any optimization method for
MEP computation to decrease Q-value doing its iterations. Suppose initial approximation to the MEP is given by
path S(1), the path gradually optimized by the sequence of transformations S(k+1) = MS(k). Denote by ∆(k) the
value of overestimation of the energy barrier: ∆(k) = Q[S(k)] − Q0, where Q0 = minS Q[S] is the true height of
the activation barrier. The rate of convergence is given by the ratio ρ(k) = ∆(k+1)/∆(k). It is desirable to have
superlinearly convergent method, that is limk→∞ ρ(k) = 0. In practice we do only finite number of optimization steps,
therefore we want all ρ(k) to be as close to zero as possible. We define the loss function as mean of logarithms of the
rates:

L[S(0)] =
1

K

K∑
k=1

ln ρ(k),

where only first K iterations of the method are considered. We said the parameters (γ, µ, β) are optimal, if they
minimize loss function:

L = argmin
γ,µβ

E(L[S(0)]),

where the expectation value is taken for some distribution of paths near the MEP. The expectation value is estimated
by arithmetic mean of L[S] values for a set of random paths (p)S:

L ≈ 1

P

∑
p

L[(p)S].

For computation of the maximum Q along the piecewise linear path defined by images Sk, we apply a combination of
golden section search and successive parabolic interpolation on each line segment SkSk+1. We perform optimization
of the parameters by steepest descent:

γ 7→ γ − ν ∂L
∂γ

, µ 7→ γ − ν ∂L
∂µ

, β 7→ γ − ν ∂L
∂β

,

with the step size ν estimated by Barzilai-Borwein method.
The explicit form of derivative of L with respect to the parameters are quite complicated, therefore we use au-

tomatic differentiation to obtain the derivatives. The transform M was implemented in Python, and JAX library [52]
was used to compute gradients and JIT compile functions. Due to extreme complexity of the gradient of the loss (we
differentiate the algorithm for computation of maximum Q along the path and iterations of NEB method) and hard-
ware limitations, we consider a simple case of single magnetic spin with easy axis anisotropy K1 > 0 having the axis
K1 = x, and and easy plane anisotropy K2 < 0 having the axis K2 = z. Since NEB does not take into account exact
form of the energy and number of degrees of freedom, the result should be qualitatively the same for general magnetic
systems. Energy of the considered system has the following forms in the Cartesian and in the spherical coordinates:

E[S] = −K1S
2
x −K2S

2
z = −K1 cos2 θ cos2 φ−K2 sin2 θ.

The system has two metastable states (Sx, Sy, Sz) = (±1, 0, 0) (or in polar coordinates (θ, φ) = (0, 0) and (0, π))
having energy −K1. The transition states are at the points (Sx, Sy, Sz) = (0,±1, 0); the energies of the both TS are
the same and equal to −K2. The MEP in the case lies in the Oxy plane avoiding problematic poles θ = ±π/2. Since
we want NEB to reduce error in MEP estimation, and NEB has no proven convergence for arbitrary initial paths, we
train and test our optimization method on the ideal MEP with position of points perturbed no more than 5% of the
path length as shown in Fig. 1(a). Path consisting from 8 to 14 images were considered, demonstrating a qualitatively
identical convergence pattern. We ran the optimization for the 200 epoch 20 iterations each in batches of 100 paths
regenerated for each epoch. The loss function is computed using mean convergence rate estimation doing 5 iterations
of the modified IT-NEB method. According to our tests, the initial NEB parameters can be chosen arbitrary, except
for too large values of γ, where the NEB method diverges, and too small values of µ, when NEB is unstable. The
loss function decrease history is shown in Fig. 1(b) for the initial parameters γ = 0.01, µ = 1, β = 3. In the 200,
epoch the convergence rate was improved 20 fold. Inspection of the gradient of loss function shows that the value of
β is least significant for convergence rate. The value of µ affects the convergence only slightly, but it is important for
stability of the method, which was not a subject of study of the current article.

Due to hardware restrictions, the considered loss function takes into account only rate of convergence of several
first iterations of NEB method, therefore long time convergence of the method can be different. One of the reasons
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to expect different behavior is change in the shape of the path, which is not covered by our ansatz on distribution of
paths in the training set. Another possible issue in the real usage of NEB method is that initial approximation of the
path can be very different from the actual MEP. We made benchmarks on the bended path doing 60 iteration of NEB
with initial set of parameters and optimized parameters. the history of convergence of 100 random paths are shown
in Fig. 2. The convergence of the NEB after training was also improved for bended paths. The optimized parameters
give better mean convergence, at the same time, for some paths, the convergence has become worse, but is still better
than worst case with the initial parameters. For large perturbations of path, the convergence of NEB is not monotonic,
however for smaller error the convergence becomes linear. For moderate values of step size the convergence may
become superlinear, unfortunately, the proposed training method does not improve Q-convergence.

4. Conclusion

In this article we demonstrated that existing software technologies such as automatic differentiation of arbitrary
code, e.g. using JAX [52], can be used to implement meta learning to improve convergence rate of existing optimiza-
tion methods such as NEB method by tuning meta parameters. The approach is most useful for the problems, such as
MEP evaluation, which do not have an elaborated mathematical theory. Previously, the effectiveness of meta learning
was shown for tuning of parameters of simple methods, such as gradient descent. In this article, we reveal that meta
learning can be used to train much more complex methods, such as NEB, however, the complexity of the gradients of
the loss function in the case imposes restrictions on the complexity of the method, i.e. number of iterations made by
parts of the algorithm can not be too high.

The real power of this method can be revealed by training of parameter free higher order methods, which do
not need tuning for every energy functional. The conjugate gradient (CG) and L-BFGS methods are examples of the
methods, but their convergence for MEP computation is not proven. Meta learning techniques with neural networks
capable of simulation of CG and L-BFGS iterations and more general transforms probably can be trained to obtain a
higher order method specialized for MEP calculations.

One important issue with meta learning for optimization methods is choice of loss function, which can estimate
the limit of convergence rate, when only finite (and rather small) number of iteration steps can be made. The related
question is estimation of the stability of the method. In our research, we encountered large variation of the convergence
rate on random samples, which make the choice of the loss function even harder.

Although we mentioned computation of lifetime of the magnetic metastable states as our motivational example,
computation of MEP is an important tool for other problems with large numbers of degrees of freedom. MEP was
introduced as a method the activation barriers estimation in chemical reactions, and the NEB method is still a valuable
approach in the field [47, 48, 53, 54]. MEP for an artificial potential fields can be considered as an optimal path in
motion planing problem for a mobile robot [55]. In all the subject the same meta learning technique can be applied, if
higher order derivatives for the potential is accessible.
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